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Abstract. Within process mining the main goal is to support the analysis, im-
provement and apprehension of business processes. Numerous process mining
techniques have been developed with that purpose. The majority of these tech-
niques use conventional computation models and do not apply novel scalable and
distributed techniques. In this paper we present an integrative framework connect-
ing the process mining framework ProM with the distributed computing environ-
ment Apache Hadoop. The integration allows for the execution of MapReduce
jobs on any Apache Hadoop cluster enabling practitioners and researchers to ex-
plore and develop scalable and distributed process mining approaches. Thus, the
new approach enables the application of different process mining techniques to
events logs of several hundreds of gigabytes.
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1 Introduction
We assume the reader to be knowledgeable with regard to the basics of process mining
and refer to [1] for an in-depth overview.
Nowadays, we are able to store huge quantities of event data. In principle, an array
of process mining techniques can be used to analyse these data. However, classical
process mining techniques are not able to cope with huge quantities of data. Within
the ProM framework3 [2] it is currently impossible to analyse event data whose size
exceeds the computer’s physical memory. Within process mining only a limited amount
of research has been done concerning the integration of techniques that are designed to
cope with enormous amounts of data. Divide and conquer based approaches have been
developed in order to reduce computational complexity [3]. Some work has been done
to incorporate stream mining techniques within the context of process mining [4,5], i.e.
the input data is regarded as a stream of events rather than a static event log. Finally, the
application of MapReduce techniques to process discovery is explored in [6].
3http://www.promtools.org/
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Apache Hadoop4 provides an open-source multi-purpose framework which main
aim is to provide reliable, scalable and distributed computing. Typically, Hadoop runs
on a large-scale computational cluster of servers. It comprises of a set of different mod-
ules that handle different perspectives of the aforementioned aim. The Hadoop Dis-
tributed File System (HDFS) component provides distributed storage whereas the Yet
Another Resource Negotiator (YARN) component implements a MapReduce program-
ming model aimed at processing vast amounts of data. In particular, MapReduce finds
its fundamental concepts within the area of functional programming and is particularly
aimed at handling large amounts of semi- and/or unstructured data.
Although some interesting results regarding the use of MapReduce in process min-
ing are shown in [6], the techniques are not available to the process mining commu-
nity. Thus, a unifying implementation that allows the development of scalable and dis-
tributed process mining techniques does not yet exist. Moreover, a thorough investi-
gation of techniques related to distributed computation models for process mining is
missing. In this paper, we present a newly developed framework integrating the pro-
cess mining framework ProM and Apache Hadoop. The integration allows any user of
the ProM framework to execute MapReduce jobs on any given Apache Hadoop cluster.
Thereby, the framework is intended to provide an easy entry point for the development
of MapReduce-based techniques from a process mining perspective.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the
core concepts of the newly created integrative framework. Section 3 shows an example
of execution of a process discovery based MapReduce job within Hadoop using the
framework. Section 4 concludes the paper.
Additionally, a screencast detailing the operation of the developed plugins and show-
ing an use case is provided here: https://svn.win.tue.nl/repos/prom/Packages/Hadoop/Tags/
publications/screen casts/2015 bpm demo hadoop/hadoop demo 2015.tar.gz
2 Core Concepts
The main purpose of the integration between Apache Hadoop and ProM is to enable re-
searchers and practitioners to use, develop and/or publish Hadoop-based process mining
techniques. Hence, the newly developed framework acts as a core platform that estab-
lishes access to a variety of Apache Hadoop based functionality. Conceptually, the basic
goal of the integration is to enable any user and/or developer to connect their Apache
Hadoop cluster5 to ProM and design/execute MapReduce-based process mining tasks.
The HadoopClusterParameters (HCP) interface acts as the core of the inte-
gration between Apache Hadoop and the ProM framework by managing the connection
to a Hadoop cluster within ProM. The HCP object is needed by all Hadoop plugins. Cur-
rently, the HCP object provides means to verify whether a connection can be established
to the Hadoop cluster, by verifying whether the HDFS can be mounted and the user has
access to the cluster. A second core element of the integration is the HDFSXLog in-
terface which extends the well-known XLog interface6. As Apache Hadoop provides a
4http://hadoop.apache.org/
5Given that the Hadoop cluster fits a specific range of Hadoop release lines, e.g. 2.x.y.
6http://www.xes-standard.org/openxes/start
distributed file system, i.e., HDFS, we can store (XES) event logs on the cluster. Within
the Hadoop integration we provide means to import such event logs from the cluster.
Importing an event log will create an HDFSXLog object within ProM. By default the
log is not actually loaded in the local memory as it is rather a pointer to the external
location of the event log. Note that currently, when importing the event log, it’s size
may not exceed the computer’s physical memory.
By using the previous objects as input, different plugins implementing MapReduce-
based process mining techniques could be used. Currently, we have implemented sev-
eral process discovery techniques: the Alpha Miner [7], the Flexible Heuristics Miner [8],
and the Inductive Miner [9]. To include new process mining techniques, the developer
should focus on implementing the MapReduce-based application since the framework
is able to manage the lifecycle of the applications executed in Hadoop. For that, the new
technique must be packed into an executable Java Archive (jar) and it must be included
within the ProM sources. Then, a new plugin executing the developed application can
be created. The plugin can use the methods provided by the framework to manage the
communication with the Hadoop cluster, transfer the corresponding JAR file, execute
the MapReduce application and transfer back the results of the computation which can
consequently be visualized by ProM.
3 Case Study - Executing the Inductive Miner on Apache Hadoop
As a case study the execution of a newly developed plugin executing the Inductive
Miner [9] in a Hadoop cluster is presented. The plugin computes the directly-follows
graph used by the Inductive Miner in Hadoop and then gets and visualizes the final
process model in ProM. The algorithm is applied on an event log whose size is 218 GB.
Any plugin that is able to execute MapReduce jobs on a Hadoop cluster needs an
HCP object as well as an HDFSXLog object. Importing an HDFSXLog can be done both
with or without the use of an HCP object, i.e. we provide a plug-in that generates both
objects. To import a HDFSXLog we run the “Import a XLog from Hadoop Distributed
File System” plugin in ProM. If we start the plugin without using an HCP, the user is
first asked to connect to a Hadoop cluster (Figure 1a). Next, the path to the specific log
of choice must be provided (Figure 1b). Thus, the plugin generates two artifacts, one
HCP object and one HDFSXLog object.
Using the latter two objects as an input we execute the “Mine a Process Tree in
Hadoop using Inductive Miner (from DFG)” plugin. Executing this plugin triggers a
copy of the associated jar files, i.e. specifying the MapReduce jobs, to the Hadoop
cluster. If all files are transferred successfully the Hadoop job will be submitted. The
progress of the job can be inspected within the Hadoop Cluster Metrics overview (which
is part of the Apache Hadoop software) as depicted in Figure 2a.7 The result of applying
the Inductive Miner on the directly follows graph computed using Apache MapReduce
is depicted in Figure 2b as a process tree.
7Note that we removed some of the user and cluster specific information from the screenshot.
(a) Screenshot of the dialog request-
ing the host, user and password for the
HadoopClusterParameters (HCP).
(b) Screenshot of the dialog requesting the
path of the XES log in the HDFS to generate
the HDFSXLog artifact.
Fig. 1: Screenshots of the dialogs shown by the “Import a XLog from Hadoop Dis-
tributed File System” plugin in ProM.
(a) Apache Hadoop cluster metrics. (b) Inductive Miner Result.
Fig. 2: The Hadoop Cluster Metrics web interface showing the progress of the MapRe-
duce jobs and the result of applying the Inductive Miner on a directly follows graph
learned on an event log of 218 GB using Apache Hadoop.
4 Conclusion
The newly created integration between ProM and Apache Hadoop allows developers
and BPM professionals to use and/or develop Big Data related techniques within a pro-
cess mining context. The integration allows users and developers to connect, in a trivial
manner, to an arbitrary Hadoop cluster. Thus, without any in-depth technical knowl-
edge of Hadoop users can start exploring new types of analysis using a distributed and
scalable computing infrastructure. Furthermore, this integration enables the analysis of
huge event data logs.
Future Work There are many interesting directions for future work. Currently, the user
needs to specify the exact path to a file. In the future we want to integrate support for
browsing the HDFS using some graphical interface. Additionally we want to integrate
user authentication more thoroughly throughout all plugins using the HCP object. Also,
we want to develop a new importer for HDFS logs that reads the log as a stream. In this
way we could actually import logs which size exceeds the computer’s physical memory
allowing the use of all ProM plugins with large event logs.
Another interesting addition is “on-the-fly” jar generation. Currently, when devel-
oping a plug-in that (partially) consists of MapReduce tasks, the developer needs to
manually generate a jar file and include it in the project source. We think of extending
the framework in such way that the jars needed for the execution of MapReduce on
Hadoop will be automatically generated within ProM. This allows developers to pri-
marily focus on the implementation of MapReduce related code and abstract from the
administrative details of handling the execution on a cluster.
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